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Abstract
The goal of this study was to find out whether two negative emotions—fear and anger, known
for their attention grabbing capacity-are equally prone to the detection cost or habituation of
attention as measured by IOR. This study adopted the more ecological meaning of the video
screenshots as target stimulus; the finding was that anger relative to fear could override
the IOR effect. We discussed this differentiation according to the two cognitive systems one
evolved for mastery of the natural environment, the other for purposes of social harmony
in the evolutionary framework, anger poses a social/relational threat, whereas fear refers to
threat that comes from the environment.
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Introduction
Fear and anger
In the evolutionary framework, anger signals a social/
relational threat, whereas fear signals threat that comes
from the environment. For example, Leidner and Li provide
a review of different approaches to intergroup violence
(AIVs) and found that there is a relationship between
intergroup violence and anger [1]. And Belus et al. argued
that the young women’s IPV (intimate partner violence)
perpetration appears more closely related to their emotional
responses, in particular anger. In short, anger is a risk factor
for IPV perpetration and intergroup violence [2,3].
Fear is based on the survival circuits that seem to
be universal [4]. It is a defense mechanism evolved to
protect animals from danger by balancing the animals’
needs for primary resources with the risk of predation.
Correct assessment of risks and costs of foraging is vital
for the fitness of foragers. Foragers should avoid predation
risk and balance missed opportunities [5]. There is the
neuroscientific evidence for defensive avoidance of fear
appeals [6].
Theories of emotion processing suggest that emotional
information, and particularly threat-related stimuli,
enjoy a processing advantage [7] and are prioritized in
the competition for attention [8]. Attentional capture is
less likely to habituate for threatening information [9].
Emotion researchers often categorize angry and fearful
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face stimuli as “negative” or “threatening”. However
successful interpretation of both types of facial expression
helps motivate an individual to identify and avoid the
source of threat, thereby leading to a higher probability for
the species’ survival [10]. Cognitive and behavioral studies
have supported differences in aspects of information
processing for fear and anger expressions. Perception of
fear and anger appears to be mediated by disassociate
neural circuitries and often elicit distinguishable behavioral
responses. Springer et al. suggested that while anger and
fear faces convey messages of “threat”, their priming effect
on startle circuitry differs, in that viewing faces of anger
was associated with a heightened startle eye blink reflex
[11]. From the point of view of development, Kobiella et
al. showed that babies of seven months has been able to
distinguish the social meaning expressed by anger and fear
faces, rather than just marked as negative information [12].
To the baby, fear face can make them more uncomfortable
and produce a stronger state of awakening.
Some researchers have described an anger superiority
or “pop out” effect, whereby angry expressions (vs. other
types of facial emotions such as happiness or neutrality)
are more efficiently detected in a sea of discrepant facial
emotions during visual search [13]. Maratos also found
angry faces to be associated with both the rapid capture
and rapid release of attention. But Becker et al. found
the reverse effect, that happy faces, not angry faces, are
more efficiently detected in single- and multiple-target
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visual search tasks [14]. Huang et al. indicated that a
task irrelevant angry face can capture attention beyond
top-down control, but this effect is modulated by the
availability of attentional resources [15]. Viewed from
the evolutionary perspective, fear is central to mammalian
evolution. As a product of natural selection, it is shaped
and constrained by evolutionary contingencies [7]. In a
functional-evolutionary perspective, fear prioritization
effect is also investigated, and Bram et al. concluded that
there is ample evidence for the existence of cognitive
biases in fear [16].
Taken together, findings from a variety of studies
spanning functional neuroimaging, neuropsychology,
and behavioral or cognitive science approaches
suggest early views that broadly classify angry and
fearful facial expressions as “negative” may be overly
simplistic. Rather, fear and anger expressions may
convey signals that are distinct in neural circuitries and
elicit distinguishable behavioral responses. As Izard
pointed out, emotion feelings stem from evolution and
neurobiological development, not from conceptual acts
[17]. Ledoux also shifted research from emotions to threat
response, and he said although our conscious experiences
may vary considerably, underneath are these universal
survival circuits that operate implicitly, but similarly, in
each of us [4]. From the perspective of evolution, The
differential effects of these two facial threat signals
on the defensive motivational system adds to growing
literature highlighting the importance of distinguishing
between emotional stimuli of similar valence, along lines
of meaning and functional impact.
Two types of cognition
Building on the notion of cognition as adaptive systems
shaped by environmental demands and life experiences,
Sundararajan argued that there are two types of cognition—
relational and non-relational [18]. This concept consistent
with the Bloom’s claimed that there are two independently
evolved systems for reasoning about the world one for the
physical world and the other for the social world [19]. The
former is needed for social bonding among con-specifics,
the latter mastery and control of the world.
Yin et al. found that social information can drive
perceptual grouping of objects in dynamic chase. This and
other findings suggest that social information is involved
at an early perceptual stage [20]. Similarly Ledoux
documented the early processing of fear response prior to
conscious feeling states [4]. To investigate the difference
in cognition between fear and anger at the early perceptual
stage, we use Inhibition of Return (IOR).
Inhibition of return
In exogenous spatial cueing, the typical pattern of
results is an early facilitation followed by inhibition. That
is, at short stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs), reaction
time (RT) for valid trials (i.e., target and cue presented at
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the same spatial location) is faster than for invalid trials
(i.e., target and cue presented at opposite locations). At
longer SOAs, however, RT is slower for valid than for
invalid trials. The latter effect was termed inhibition of
return (IOR) and has been the focus of research since it
was discovered by Posner and Cohen. The inhibition
of return (IOR) occurs in the aftermath of oculomotor
activation and is a long-lasting response bias that affects
overt and covert orienting, which has the novelty seeking
function [21,22]. Researchers agree that IOR is a reaction
hysteresis phenomenon to return attention to the object
or position that has already noticed, which is a important
ability of control irrelevant position to improve the
efficiency of search [23,24]. Therefore IOR is bound to
both retinotopic and object-centered locations, defined as
a specific location within the boundaries of a single object
[25].
Mills et al. measured delay effect (an effect attributable
to inhibition of return (IOR) and found this effect may be
task-specific, suggesting that gaze control parameters are
task-relevant and potentially affected by task-switching
[26]. Therefore the goal of this study is to find out whether
two negative emotions—fear and anger, known for their
attention grabbing capacity - are equally prone to the
detection cost or habituation of attention as measured
by IOR. Because IOR is basically measuring hard-wired
mechanisms, it can shed light on the cognitive systems of
fear and anger at the early perceptual stage.
There are three cue paradigms in IOR experiment: on
cue, off cue and on-off cue [27], the paradigm of on cue
refer to cue appear all of the time during the experiment,
while the paradigm of off cue refer to cue has been existed
at the beginning of the experiment and disappeared in the
experimental process; however the paradigm of on-off
cue refer to on cue and off cue appear in one experiment
meanwhile, and the disappear of on cue and off cue also
have synchronicity [28]. Existing researches show that
adopting different ways of cues will change the effect of
IOR. In Riggio et al. study, they tested IOR by introducing
the three cue paradigms and found the account of IOR is
roughly equal in on cue paradigm and off cue paradigm, but
in on-off cue paradigm the account of IOR is larger than the
combination amount of IOR of other cue paradigms [29].
The goal of this study is to find out whether two
negative emotions--fear and anger, known for their
attention grabbing capacity - are equally prone to the
detection cost or habituation of attention as measured by
IOR. In order to accurately illustrate the differentiated
characteristics of anger and fear facial expression and
the IOR of anger and fear facial expression in three cue
conditions, we use dynamic video screenshots as target
stimuli in the cue-target paradigm. In addition, the interval
of cue-to-target onset asynchrony (CTOA) is 1000 ms
[30]. We hypothesized that the IOR of anger and fear
facial expression will appear adaptive changes in three cue
conditions due to the differentiated meanings of threat.
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Experiment
Materials
In summarizing problems about facial expression
recognition research, materials truthfulness and
ecological effect have been questioned. As Wechsler
et al. pointed, used Static facial emotional images(like
photos)as stimulus, in addition to let people doubt the
ecological validity of the study design, also due to
stimulation materials lack of substantial cues which
can distinguish between differences expressions,
lead to a poorer performance of facial expression
recognition [31]. Kilts et al. formed the perspective
of neuroimaging, found the differentiation of neural
pathways during recognize static expressions and
dynamic expression, that is because static expression is a
typical representative of mental events, will lead to both
the recognizing strategies and brain regions activated
have differences [32]. Colle and Del Giudice found
using dynamic video instead of the static image can
increase the emotional recognition accuracy [33]. In the
dynamic facial expressions, people can systematically
make use of different aspects of dynamic expressions to
control or manipulate other cues to enhance the accuracy
of perception, such as to determine the position of the
head and the direction of gaze, all of which may affect
speculation of the nature of the mood [34,35] pointed
out, facial expression classification should be a dynamic
process, rather than be a static process. That is because
facial expression is part of a sequence, muscle combined
with emotions in a moment of coexistence of facial
expression in this sequence. Du et al. confirmed the
feasibility and credibility of dynamic expressions can be
used in experimental study [36].
We captured 568 dynamic video screenshots of
anger and fear facial expression of Chinese adults used
media player software of CorePlayer and KanKan. In the
video and thunderbolt see video playback software. The
pictures are clear and the ratio of gender is quite, then the
pictures were standard processed by the software of MeiTu.
Finally, 28 undergraduate students (14 males) participated

in the evaluation of emotional type and intensity with 5
level score and 72 pictures were selected, the accurate rate
of these pictures between 50% to 75% and the intensity
of these two emotional expressions had no significant
differences (Mfear=4.06, SD=0 .22; Manger=4.11, SD=0.17,
t (1,27)=1.65, p=0.11).
Participants
34 undergraduate students (17 males, 17 females;
median age 21.26 years, SD=2.34) participated in this
experiment at Qufu Normal University. Participants’
vision or corrected visual acuity was normal and they
all right handedness without the history of neurological
diseases and mental health problems. Each participant
received a present after completing the experiment.
Design
2 (gender：male、female) × 3 (cue paradigm：on
cue, off cue, on-off cue) × 2 (cue validity: valid, invalid)
× 2 (target emotion: anger, fear) analysis of variance
(ANOVA) factorial design was used. Gender was a
between-subjects factor, and cue paradigm, cue validity
and target stimulus were within-subjects factors.
Participants were asked to identify the emotional type
of target stimulus and in the meanwhile response time
and accuracy will be record.
Procedure
The experiment was run by the E-prime software.
Participants completed tasks under the three cues in a
random order, and participants can rest for 5 min after
completed each task. The process of task included present
instruction, practice stage and experiment stage. The
instruction was as follows. First, a central fixation point
was presented in the middle of two boxes. Participants were
instructed to focus on this point throughout. Participants
need to identify the type of the expression quickly and
accurately when facial expression presenting in box. If the
facial expression is fear, participants need press the "F"
button and if the facial expression is anger, participants
need press the "K" button. The presentation sequence of
three cue paradigms is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The presentation sequence of three cue paradigm.
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Results

Discussion

The identification accuracy of each participant is above
90% and the accuracy of each variable was not significant
in three cue paradigms.

Relative independence between recognition advantage
and IOR

The reaction time of expression recognition in different
experimental conditions
As shown in Table 1, the analysis of the RT data revealed
that the main effect of gender approached significance,
and the response of female participants tended to be
faster than male participants in the three cue conditions.
The main effect of target stimulus was significant and the
response of fear facial expression tended to be faster than
anger facial expression. The main effect of cue validity
was significant, and participants responded slower to the
cued targets than to the uncued targets. This indicated that
the IOR appeared in cued position and the facilitation
appeared in uncued position.
The magnitude of IOR of expression recognition in
different experimental conditions
As shown in Table 2, the analysis of the magnitude of
IOR in different conditions revealed that the main effect of
gender, emotional type and cue validity was not significant.
But the interaction effect between emotional type and
cue paradigms was significant, F(1,31)=4.211, p=0.019,
ηp²=0.113. The simple effect analysis revealed that there
was no difference in the magnitude of IOR of anger in
three cue paradigms, but in the on-off cue paradigm the
magnitude of IOR of fear is significantly greater than the
other two cues. This indicated that when identifying the
interpersonal interdependent emotion, the effect of cues
paradigm on IOR is smaller, while identifying fear which
originated in the evolution of species, the effect of cues
paradigm on IOR is bigger and there was strongest IOR in
on-off cue paradigms (Figure 2).

The recognition of fear expressions is significantly faster
than angry expressions under the three cue paradigms. This
showed the recognition of fear expressions had a priority
compared with anger expressions. Öhman and Mineka
developed a concept of an evolutionarily evolved fear
module to explain important aspects of human fear, fear
events and situations that provided threats often relative
to the survival of our ancestors [7]. But Anger often has
relevance to the aggression. Battaglia et al. found that for
the 8 to 11 years old, the recognition accuracy of anger
is lower than fear [37]. Although this study did not find
this difference in accuracy, the reaction time of anger is
longer than fear. This result may be due to the participants
in this study are young college students who may have a
good recognition ability of anger expression. Derek et al.’s
research also found in the groups of young, middle-aged
and elderly, young group’s recognition accuracy of anger
is highest [38]. Individual traits affect human vigilance,
hence may affect the time course of processing angry faces.
Rohner’s study showed that high trait anxiety participants
were looking at angry faces for longer time [39].
Consistent with previous research results, we found
female’s recognition of anger and fear expression to be
significantly faster than male [33,40]. Hall et al. explained
this prior attention mechanism, and they found female
giving more attention and scan to eyes the center of face
region [41]. In our experiment, we used dynamic video
screenshots as stimulus material, so participants could get
rich eye information and showed identify advantage. The
variables of emotional type and gender all had identical
advantage, but the magnitude of IOR of these two variables
is different. This indicated that the psychological process

Table 1. Mean RT and ANOVA of fear and anger facial expression in three cue paradigms.

Anger

Female

Fear
Anger

Male

Fear

Participants gender (F, sig)
Emotional types (F, sig)
Cue validity (F, sig)

On cue paradigms
Valid cue
Invalid cue
1720.01
1644.61
(537.41)
(539.59)
1637.49
1624.16
(584.47)
(557.09)
2193.34
2114.67
(646.60)
(616.64)
1995.75
1978.12
(552.44)
(559.97)
4.676 (0.038)
7.098 (0.012)
32.625 (0.000)

off cue paradigms
Valid cue
Invalid cue
1701.40
1639.41
(365.46)
(418.92)
1605.22
1561.64
(343.31)
(271.80)
1959.63
1849.45
(364.54)
(364.90)
1866.78
1747.44
(358.28)
(301.39)
4.259 (0.047)
7.798 (0.009)
12.891 (0.001)

On-off cue paradigm
Valid cue
Invalid cue
1511.69
1505.32
(325.06)
(357.55)
1506.07
1305.22
(396.03)
(179.92)
1844.34
1714.41
(482.57)
(408.36)
1650.98
1428.66
(418.92)
(266.57)
4.281 (0.047)
13.218 (0.001)
7.792 (0.009)

Table 2. The mean score and standard deviation of the magnitude of IOR of anger and fear in three cue paradigms.
Participants gender
Female
Male

Emotional types
Anger
Fear
Anger
Fear
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On cue paradigms
-75.40 (125.53)
-13.33 (143.70)
-78.67 (133.13)
-17.62 (180.02)

Off cue paradigms
-61.99 (219.92)
-43.58 (158.13)
-110.18 (172.77)
-119.35 (217.45)

On-off cue paradigm
-6.37 (205.45)
-200.85 (391.05)
-129.93 (431.94)
-222.32 (415.00)
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Figure 2. The interaction effect between emotional type and cue paradiagms in IOR.

of IOR is orthogonal to recognition, and the inhibition to
cued location was not eliminated although there was an
identical advantage.
Cue paradigm and emotional type combined affect IOR
Experiment results shown cue paradigm and emotional
type combined affect IOR, namely that the IOR of
identifying angry expression is less affected by cue
paradigm, while the magnitude of IOR of identifying fear
expression is largest in on-off cue paradigm. Because
of prepared attention to anger facial expression [42,43],
individuals have time to prepare and give more attention
to cope with social challenge. And prepared attention
to anger facial expression derived from interpersonal
dependency can partly weakened the inhibition of cues,
so there was a stable but weak effect of IOR in three cue
paradigms.
Riggio et al. thought the on-off cue paradigm with
cue appearing and disappearing could attract participants
more attention and produce stronger inhibition than other
two cue paradigms [29]. Our study found that when
recognizing the fear expressions, there was a significant
increase of the magnitude of IOR under the on-off
cues paradigm condition, while recognizing the anger
expressions, there was no difference in the magnitude of
IOR under the three cue paradigms. This indicated the type
of expression could overcome the IOR which is called a
hunting promoting mechanism in some condition [44]. As
Parks et al. pointed out, the capture occurred regardless
of the nature of the distractors, but the extended holding
of attention was dependent upon the ongoing distractor
context [45]. Participants could maintain the alertness of
attention under the three cue paradigms when recognizing
the fear expressions, while recognizing the anger
expressions, there was an increase of reaction time under
the condition of strong inhibition. This suggested that
there was a the attention characteristics of differentiation
in recognizing the fear expressions and anger expressions,
when we adopted dynamic video screenshots which had
a good ecological validity rather than expression faces
14

or expression symbols as stimulus materials. And the
differentiation appeared in strong inhibition of cues, and
there was an increase of reaction time of fear expressions
appeared cue position.
The finding is that anger relative to fear can override
the IOR effect. Implication of the findings is that the
evolutionary function of an emotion is the determining
factor in the IOR effect. Anger is evolved to detect social
threat, hence needs to override habituation of attention in
order to continue to focus on the social cues in the angry
face. Fear is evolved to detect danger in the environment,
hence takes advantage of habituation to search far and
wide in the environment for potential danger [44]. Thus
consistent with the distinction drawn by Sundararajan
between two cognitive systems one evolved for mastery
of the natural environment, the other for purposes of social
harmony in the evolutionary framework, anger overrides
IOR effect in order to dwell on the social/relational threat,
whereas fear takes advantage of habituation in order
to search far and wide for threat that comes from the
environment [18,19].

Conclusion
In conclusion, fear and anger expressions signal
different kinds of threat. This differentiation in threat
meaning is present not only in the fact that fear expression
is recognized faster than anger expression, but also present
in the fact that anger relative to fear can override the
IOR effect. These findings give empirical support to the
distinction drawn by Sundararajan and others between
relational and non-relational cognition [18].
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